From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Slack
Brett Wheler
RE: YKDFN Exp Agmt - RE: New Nadina - ExA
September-04-12 11:05:54 AM

Right now, we’re just looking to NewN to confirm (in writing) that agree that they’ll sign the
agreement in person when they present to C&C as part of the agreement accommodations.
- Just a placeholder in between now and then...so that they can’t just decide nope, we got
our permits, we’re good (AngloA style)
I tried to get the C&C to let us arrange signatures now, but it was at the end of a long and
contentious night...and they wanted to sign in person. However minor, it wasn’t worth it to push.

From: Brett Wheler [mailto:brett@wlwb.ca]
Sent: September-04-12 10:19 AM
To: Todd Slack
Subject: RE: YKDFN Exp Agmt - RE: New Nadina - ExA

Hey Todd, just to be clear, is the YKDFN now satisfied that
engagement has been adequate (and concerns addressed), or will the
YKDFN be satisfied only when the agreement is actually signed?
If New Nadina was in a hurry I suppose they could sign the agreement
electronically and send to you - would YKDFN then be able to notify
the WLWB that engagement has been adequate and concerns have been
addressed, if signing in person is difficult to schedule.
Since MVLUR 22-2-b was invoked for this permit application last
September, what the WLWB has been seeking from the YKDFN is
notification of whether engagement with New Nadina has been adequate
and whether YKDFN concerns have been addressed. Once we receive such
notification, the Board will consider the permit application and, if
approved, will issue a permit.
Thanks in advance for the clarification,
Brett
brett@wlwb.ca   | www.wlwb.ca

-----Original Message----From: Todd Slack [mailto:tslack@ykdene.com]
Sent: September-04-12 9:15 AM

To: Brett Wheler
Cc: NEW NADINA EXPLNS; rfequet@wlwb.ca
Subject: RE: YKDFN Exp Agmt - RE: New Nadina - ExA
Hi Brett - Once Ellen confirms that this is acceptable, then yes I'd
confirm that accommodations are in place to address concerns
associated with this program.
Cheers,

-----Original Message----From: Brett Wheler [mailto:brett@wlwb.ca]
Sent: September-04-12 9:13 AM
To: Todd Slack
Cc: NEW NADINA EXPLNS; rfequet@wlwb.ca
Subject: YKDFN Exp Agmt - RE: New Nadina – ExA

Thanks Todd, we'll consider this as notice that the YKDFN is
satisfied that engagement has been adequate for this stage of the
project, and the Board will consider New Nadina's Land Use Permit
Application at its next meeting.
Masi,
brett
867.765.4593 brett@wlwb.ca   | www.wlwb.ca

-----Original Message----From: Todd Slack [mailto:tslack@ykdene.com]
Sent: August-30-12 12:04 AM
To: Brett Wheler; 'Nadina 2005'
Subject: RE: YKDFN Exp Agmt - RE: New Nadina - ExA

Hi Brett, Ellen, I wanted to get in touch right away.
This was approved by YKDFN council tonight and we'll be contacting
Ellen to complete signatures. Chief and Council indicated that they
would prefer to sign it in person, ideally when the company comes to
present the project to YKDFN Chief and Council. I'll look to make
arrangements as soon as possible
- The Chiefs EA is on vacation starting Monday and we're both in
hearings through the end of the week, so timing is awkward. However,
if Ellen confirms that this is acceptable - then the consultation
road is established and we can figure out the signatures and meeting
date after Shannon is back.

Cheers.
=

